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introduction

Community is impossible. We may nostalgically believe in the existence of community prior

to the ravages of modernity, or hope for a better (democratic, socialist, anarchic, feminist, gay

or open) community in the future, or have faith in our current communities—be they national,

global, cultural or sub-cultural. But these communities, when founded on common identity,

values and projects, exclude the other and so also community-with-others. National commu-

nities marginalise and vilify the racial and sexual other: Nazi persecution of Jews and gays,

apartheid brutalisation of Black South Africans, colonial massacres of indigenous peoples, are

not aberrations but are the ground work of homogenous national community. The global

community condemns the ‘barbaric’ country or culture. The heterosexual community invali-

dates gay and lesbian life. The valorisation of communal belonging produces exclusions

through the insistence on the self-determination of nations, the unified identity of cultures

and the exclusivity of binary formations: straight/gay; with-us/against-us; white/black;

civilisation/barbarity; citizen/foreigner; good/evil. The formation and perpetuation of in-

common community requires the estrangement of those who threaten its commonality.

Yet, community is nonetheless indispensable. Human existence is social existence: born

into dependency we grow into sociality. Human being is a being-together-in-community.

This paradox—the simultaneous impossibility and necessity of community—has already

been addressed by thinkers from a range of disciplines. What remains unthought, however,

is the relation between community and affect. Passion, emotion, sensibility, cannot be divorced

from community for it is the exchange or dissemination of feeling and the experience of

belonging through familial, amicable or intimate relations that binds us in and also alienates

us from community. While political theory focuses on rational agreement and contract, and
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slide into the playground and be driven off at ‘playtime’. The

kids from the old farming families never doubted that they

were the first settlers in the area. But before European settle-

ment, Pinjarra was called Bindjareb and had been a locus of the wandering lives of the several

Murray tribes for generations without number.

The boys off the school bus greeted the Aboriginal kids with jeers, when they occasionally

ventured to school as the law required them to. Maitland Howard was in our class. He came

to school in school shorts but no shoes, and his feet looked like they never wore shoes. He

wiped a perpetually running nose on an unravelling sleeve of an old school jumper, but he

frequently had no shirt. I can see him stealing a drink at the taps in the playground, before

running away from school again, before he could hear the other children warning each other

which tap he had drunk from.

I was not myself at the top of the social scale at the local primary school. I wore glasses and

I didn’t have long, fair hair done up with ribbons. I used words of several syllables, like

‘fascinating’. I didn’t live on a farm—I was shamefully afraid of horses and cows. I was no

athlete, and I did well at tests. At school in 1970, I learned that our history began in 1829

when the Swan River colony was founded by Governor Stirling, who had a highway named

after him. I learned that ‘the town of Pinjarra lies on the banks of the Murray River, about

twelve miles inland of the inlet named for Thomas Peel, who held the original land grant in

the area.’ I copied this rigorously into my social studies project on ‘The Region’.

Pinjarra, 1970. Courtesy Battye Library
and reproduced with the permission of
the West Australian Library Board.
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social theory investigates the cultural production of community, there has been little explo-

ration of the feeling of community.

This collection begins to investigate the affectivity of community—though it by no means

ignores the politics, ethics and aesthetics of community. Just as emotions are frequently

contagious—hate begets hate, lust sparks desire, gloom and happiness each circulate and

propagate—similarly, affect contaminates and intertwines with rational, regulatory and

imaginary communal formations.

Three themes then recur in and link these papers. Affect—understood variously as emotion,

display and influence—is a central concept throughout these essays. The writing or imagining

of community, through cultural performances, symbols, objects and institutions, is also a

recurrent theme. While this cultural construction of community is by now familiar, the essays

in this collection extend this approach by exploring the lived experience and embodied affects

of this invention of community. Finally, many of the papers reflect on some aspect of Australian

community, commenting on the forms of exclusion and assimilation of the other in refugee

and immigration policies, the regulation of Aboriginal populations and the representations

and practices of multiculturalism.

The affect of shame and its functioning in the formation of racialised community in 1970s

country-town Australia is the focus of Robyn Ferrell’s ‘Pinjarra 1970’. In divergent readings

Leela Gandhi and Nikki Sullivan consider the affective relations of friendship as a basis for

community: Gandhi rejects fraternal friendship as a model of community and advocates

instead a positive utopian vision of philoxenia, or ‘love of guests, strangers, foreigners’; Sullivan

considers the ‘affective dimension of being-in-the-world’ through a story of female friendship

and argues that the sharing of community ‘as a “we” is the condition for the possibility of each

“I”’. Rosalyn Diprose elaborates the metaphors of the touch, the handshake and the donation

and circulation of blood to reveal ‘the separation and merging of bodies’ in the affective,

embodied experience of community. The affective connection with country (or land) underlies

Katrina Schlunke’s consideration of settler community. Fiona Probyn reveals the role of white

paternal (dis)affection in the formation of the policy of Aboriginal family separation, while

I trace the affectation of harmonious community and the interruption of this idyll in Australian

myths and literature.

Affection and disaffection—passions and agonisms—circulate between and across these

papers invoking tensions, connections and antagonisms, and creating a writing of disjunctive

and interrupted community. This image of a writing of community permeates the collection.

Sullivan explores the function of myth and story—and of shared thinking and writing—in

creating community. For Schlunke, the proliferation and transformations of books and writing,

the collection and dispersal of libraries, reflect the possibility and impossibility of creating

hybridity and of unbecoming-white in colonial/settler communities. She, along with Sullivan
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pinjarra 1970

In 1970, I was a kid living in Pinjarra, a country town in Western Australia. There was a strange

flatness to life, as lived in that town. The main street, interpreted by the Department of Main

Roads photographs taken that year, was distinguished only by the make and model of each

vehicle parked against the kerb. Images show the detail of the town to be unspectacular,

prosaic to the point of banality, without ambition.

Was it the locale—low-lying river flats, sometimes becoming marsh? Or the flinty light?

The extreme West Australian sun, even in winter, screens out rich colours. Or something less

tangible, like a fate that had befallen it, a curse on its aspiration, of which the town was all

the same unaware? Or simply bad conscience from an unacknowledged crime? From whatever

combination, Pinjarra took a perverse pride in the ordinary.

And yet, unbeknown to it, Pinjarra in 1970 lay on an extraordinary cusp. It lagged along

a fault line between one order and another; or rather, it squatted at a precipice, over which

its cherished values had already been dashed to pieces. In 1967, Aboriginal people were at

last, by national referendum, declared citizens of Australia. In 1969, Alcoa began to prepare

the site in the hills behind Pinjarra for the open-cut mining of the largest bauxite deposit so

far discovered in the world.

The past met the future, and they didn’t recognise each other.

I remember now the feelings of exclusion that were in that town an inescapable emotional

reality. I notice now the contradictions that made it seem unremarkable at the time for

Aboriginal men to lie drunk and ignored in the park outside the pub, for Aboriginal kids to

ROBYN FERRELL

Shame and the Country Town
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and Ferrell, combine theory, storytelling and autobiographical reflection to create a poetics

which emulates the entanglement of myth, literature, lived experience and public policy in

the constructions of community. I focus on the operation of myth and literature in constructing

community, contrasting the mythic Olympic Games opening ceremony with the hope offered

by Kim Scott’s compelling story of miscegenation, resistance and survival.

Along the way, many of these papers discuss the functioning of racial politics within the

formation of Australian community. Gandhi and Diprose reflect on the treatment of asylum

seekers in Australia. Ferrell, Schlunke and I recollect the massacres and the ostracising of

Aboriginal people within Australian communities. Probyn reveals the occlusion of white

fathers and their replacement by a paternalistic state that facilitated the removal of Aboriginal

children from their families.

To write and to read about community is an experience of community: it is experience of

the bonds, the affects, the agonism and the passion that produces community. The essays here

question the mythic ideal of harmonious communion. They attempt, instead, to undo the

grammar and logics of unity, to unwork and unravel totality, in the hope that strange com-

munities, communities of strangers, may yet be to come.
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confronted with a paradoxical difficulty: the
altruistic bond of friendship entails vulnerability to
dependency on external attachment. Does not
altruistic friendship interfere with, even disrupt,
the self-sufficient state of ataraxia?’ Phillip Mitsis
raises similar concerns in his Epicurus’s Ethical
Theory: The Pleasures of Invulnerability, Cornell
University Press, Ithaca & London, 1988, p. 124:
‘A ... difficulty confronts Epicurus’s account of
friendship ... Epicurus claims, for instance, that for
the sake of friendship we should run risks, dei de
kai parakinduneusai charin philias ... It is unclear,
however, that he can justify any risk-taking given
his model of pleasure and rational agency.’
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failure of inauthencity ... it is because it is sought
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